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Abstract
Crossover in Evolutionary computing is considered as a computing concept and currently has little
theoretical framework. Crossover Magma is introduced as the beginning of Lie Algebra-like theoretical
foundation for not only Evolutionary computing but hopefully as a formal language for all discourses in
any Evolution theory. Crossover Magma is non-Commutative and non-Associative with familiar algebraic structures which easily could expand as a new theory. Non-Associativity imbues the Evolutionary
computing with a novel concept of a computable Curvature based upon the Associator. The latter
Curvature of Evolution flags the failure of Monoidal Categorification of Crossover. Therefore any theory
of Evolution fails to Categorify except at null Curvature oﬀsprings. And the larger the Curvature of the
Evolution the more varied oﬀsprings, the smaller the Curvature the more stable or stagnate oﬀsprings.
In summary the Crossover non-Associative Magma structures a geometry for an Evolutionary system
including Le� Translations and Curvature. Le� Translations evolve the parent down the evolutionary
tree, so to say, and Curvature shapes the amount of variations in regions of the Evolution’s geometry.
In conclusion, every Evolution synthesizes an emergent evolved space with familiar spatial attributes
e.g. translations and curvature.
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Prelude
In genetic algorithms and evolutionary computation, crossover, also called recombination, is a genetic
operator used to combine the genetic information of two parents to generate new oﬀspring. It is one
way to stochastically generate new solutions from an existing population, and analogous to the
crossover that happens during sexual reproduction in biology. Solutions can also be generated by
cloning an existing solution, which is analogous to asexual reproduction. Newly generated solutions
are typically mutated before being added to the population.
Funge [0] does that at both symbolic and numeric 2-levels 2-points Symbolic Crossover.
As it turns out the children form a Magma namely non-Associative product which we call Crossover
Magma.
Surprisingly an Emergent Geometry is uncovered endued with local Curvature for every triple of
children sharing a Local Common Ancestor. By Emergent Geometry we mean geometry formed by
Evolutionary non-deterministic processes. Non-local Le� Translate formulation of Curvature is also
available.
This geometry is known as non-Associative Geometry.
Null Curvature or Flat Geometry corresponds to weak Evolutionary processes. This geometry is then
Associative Geometry.
Apropos of Symbolic Crossover, Curvature of the non-Associative Geometry measures the local potency of
a generation to produce highly varied Evolutions.

2-Point Crossover (Irregular)
Crossover algorithm is o�en rendered as a computational algorithm that, via random incisions, it
tears its inputs into pieces and by reconnecting the pieces in another order thus creates new children.
[2]
over in Funge [0] is the Crossover function.
● input is a serialized sequence of integers or any discrete individual entities
● rammar and ℰ [0] scan and convert the input , by parsing, into a member of certain algebra e.g.
normed vector space, we call this Expression
● over [0] cuts a top piece from parent1’s input and cuts a bottom piece from parent2’s input and
concatenate to make a new input. over then spawns a new child
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parent1 input
“input”→{1,6,6,0,2,0,0,6,6,1,2,1,-1}
parent1 Expression = ℱ[x1 ] ⊕ [x2 ]
parent2 input
“input”→{1,6,6,0,2,0,0,6,6,1,2,1,-1}
parent2 Expression = ℱ[x1 ] ⊕ [x2 ]
Note: The parents in this case are identical!
Two cross-points i.e. two integers in two arrays for corresponding inputs, cut parent1 input from the
left down to the integer position, cut parent2 from the right up to the integer position (do not bother
with -1s)
"crosspoint1" → 8
"crosspoint2" → 2
New child input
“input”→{1,6,6,0,2,0,0,6,6,6,0,2,0,0,6,6,1,2,1,-1,-1}
rammar and ℰ scan and convert the new input into a new child which is again a member of the
said algebra
New child Expression
ℱ[x1 ] ⊕ ℱ[x1 ]
Therefore the Crossover used 2 cutting points for each parent, took certain pieces and spawned a new
child, which thanks to the rammar and parser is a valid member of the said algebra!

Crossover is non-Associative and non-Commutative
Simple example would suﬀice. Let · indicate the Crossover product.
Let’s do a simple cut and paste as above, by fixing 4 fixed integers where the crossover points are 3, 2,
4, 3 , two for each crossover, hence the 2-points Crossover.
Normally these integers are either inherited from the parents or obtained from random number
generators.
First Crossover uses 3,2 places to cut, second Crossover uses 4,3. Count positions from le� and start
with 1.
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a ={1,2,3,4}
b ={-1,-2,-3,-4}
c ={ξ,ϱ,ζ,ω,θ}

Crossover (a·b)·c
First Crossover
a ={1,2,3,4}
b ={-1,-2,-3,-4}

crossover-point1 =3 from le�
crossover-point2 = up-to 2 from right

(a · b) = {1,2,3,-2,-3,-4}
Second Crossover
(a · b) ={1,2,3,-2,-3,-4} crossover-point1 =4 from le�
crossover-point2 = up-to 3 from right
c ={ξ,ϱ,ζ,ω,θ}
(a · b)·c = {1,2,3,-2,ζ,ω,θ}

Crossover a·(b·c)
First Crossover
b ={-1,-2,-3,-4}
c ={ξ,ϱ,ζ,ω,θ}

crossover-point1 = 3 from le�
crossover-point2 = up-to 2 from right

(b·c)={-1,-2,-3,ϱ,ζ,ω,θ}
This time (b·c) is cut from le� and a again from right.
Second Crossover
a ={1,2,3,4}
(b·c)={-1,-2,-3,ϱ,ζ,ω,θ}

crossover-point1 =4 from le�
crossover-point2 =up-to 3 from right

a·(b·c)={1,2,3,4,ζ,ω,θ}
(a · b)·c = {1,2,3,-2,ζ,ω,θ} ≠ a·(b·c)={1,2,3,4,ζ,ω,θ}
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Symbolic Crossover
Crossover has many steps:
1. Selection of two parents (they could identical)
2. Extraction of “input” from each parent
3. Extraction of “Crossover” from both parents
4. Random Extraction of locations for splitting corresponding parent
5. Concatenate two pieces from #4 into a new child input
6. Apply the grammar to the child input and obtain a child
7. Validate the child[“expression”] e.g. If a number
BlackRandom[
8. Compute a seed if the child is generated from generation 0, ELSE (optional) extract the seed from
either of parents
9. Set the SeedRandom[seed] [1]
10. (optional) Evaluate child[“expression”] again by substituting some undefined variables or functions or operators (e.g. random coeﬀicients for neural nets)
11. (optional) Validate the child[“expression”] again e.g. check for some numeral bounds
12. Append seed to child
]
#11 allows for the child[“expression”] to evaluate to the same exact expression again and again no
matter how far into the future evolution. That is why BlockRandom and #8-9 are computed.


  sets the Seed-Random [1] for a random-number generator i.e. if the same  specified the same
sequence of numbers generated again.
Definition 1
The collection of all such Seed-Random and their corresponding random sequences is called Base
Reality.
In occasions we might write
 1 2 ...
to indicate multiple assumptions for multiple Seed-Random(s). For example for certain situations 1
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would be the Seed-Random for parent 1 and 2 for parent 2 and so on.

Evolutionary Fundamental Interpretation
Without such random sequences there are no non-deterministic processes nor any evolution and what
we understand as reality ceases.

Crossover Magma
Symbolic Crossover Algebra is a non-Commutative and non-Associative Magma. Assume · as the
Symbolic Crossover i.e. Magma’s binary product and a set Q equipped with a single binary operation.

Magma
Consider set Q with binary product (Q , ·, ) i.e. a set with binary operation (division or subtraction
like)
● (a, b)⟶a·b  
a·b is Crossover between `a` and `b` as two parents, and for fixed Seed-Random  product is well
defined. Otherwise the binary product is many-valued.
Generally
(a·b) ≠ (b·a)
therefore this Magma is non-Commutative.
● holds
a· = ·a = a

Evolutionary Interpretation
a·b : two parents `a` and `b` Crossover resulting in child (a·b) .

Geometric Interpretation
· : imagine `a·b` as `b` a vector and `a` translation matrix/operator, translating `b`to `a` new
position indicated by `a·b` . In the evolutionary tree, so to say, `a` translates `b` down to a new
lower (later in time, better adaption) branch `a·b` .
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Evolutionary Interpretation
a· = ·a = a : `a` does not evolve. In this algebra `a` by itself has no meaning, a· has meaning
namely `a` is kept un-evolved. So when we say `a` we actually mean a· .

Algebraic Interpretation
 is similar to 0 in arithmetic, it explicitly does not exist! We cannot render 0 apples. It only exists or
makes sense or valid in the expression a + 0.
Note: `a` by itself has no meaning, only a· has meaning.
(a·b)·c : `a` Crossover with `b` THEN the resultant child Crossover with `c`.
a·(b·c) : `b`Crossover with `c` THEN `a` Crossover with resultant child.
THEN: A definite computational construct of the non-Associative Magma which causes serial sequencing during the evaluation.
Note:   for two products in (a·b)·c or a·(b·c) are arbitrary, but in real applications   is
specified.
Generally
(a·b)·c ≠ a·(b·c)  
and therefore (Q , ·, ) is not Associative.

Magma

rammar

Expression

The Crossover is always mapped via the rammar to another functional space and the process is
called Expressing or Expression which is the final desired object.
For the sake of this investigation we assume  belongs to a Normed Vector space  as its functional
space. The nature of the space for  is not of primary concern for this presentation. We could easily
expand  into Matrix algebras/manifolds e.g. Lie groups.
(a·b) ↦  ∈   
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  guarantees ↦ to be a well defined function.
We call `↦` ToExpression.
For brevity we might write the operator form
a↦
this means `a` was expressed or into an expression in .

La: Le� Translate by a
Definition 2
La : x ⟶(a·x) ↦   

∈ 

In general (a·x) is actually the tuple (a·x,  ) or
La (x) = (a·x, )  

∈ 

but for brevity we might just write (a·x) or La (x) .
Best way to think about La is Translation Matrix multiplied from le� to translated `x` to a new position
(a·x) down the evolution tree.

La-1
La , almost-always, is 1-1 or La -1 exists.
La -1 (a·x, )⟶x  

∈ 

(a·x) is definitely not 1-1 but it is quite diﬀicult for actual evolutionary applications of (a·x, ) not
having an inverse.
Therefore we assume that almost-always inverse exists or we cull the multi-valued inverses.

Evolutionary Interpretation
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La represents an evolution with a as Common Ancestry. La -1 represents Devolution.
Definition 3: Range La is called Ancestry of a or 〚a〛.
Definition 4: For y = La (x) we say x Crossover into the Ancestry of a as y.
Note: (a·b)·c = La·b (c) ∈ 〚a〛 also a·(b·c) = La (b·c) ∈ 〚a〛 .

La : Dominant Le� Parent
Definition 5
`a` with it has an association of a Seed Random a o�en inherited from one of the previous parents:
(a·b)  a
 a then uses the Seed Random of `a`.
Definition 6
Dominant Le� Parent La defined with a Seed Random
La : x ⟶(a·x) ↦   a

∈ 

We might also write the latter as (a ·x) then without ambiguity  a is assumed.
Definition 7
1-point Regular Crossover
parent1 input
“input”→{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}
parent2 input
“input”→{-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10}
“Crossover”→{1,2,3,4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10}

2-point Regular Crossover
parent1 input
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“input”→{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}
parent2 input
“input”→{-1,-2,-3,-4,-5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10}
“Crossover”→{1,2,-3,-4,-5,-6,7,8,9}

Definition 8: Range La is called Dominant Ancestry of a or 〚a〛
 .
〚a〛
 assumes by default all Crossovers are  a .
From the above definitions it follows:
Theorem: Given dominant parent a , if
2-point Crossover

a

⩽

x

for 1-point Crossover , and if long enough

x for

La (a·x) = a ·x = a·x  a
In other words a behaves as  in 〚a〛
 .
Corollary: La (a) = a ·a = a  a
Corollary: a ·((a ·x)·(a ·y)) = (a ·x)·(a ·y)  a , if a ⩽ x and
Crossover , and if long enough x and y for 2-point Crossover.

a

⩽

y

for 1-point

Evolutionary Interpretation
Dominant parent a eﬀectively participates only once in the evolution in 〚a〛
 no matter how many times
it would be applied from Le�.
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Associator
The Crossover Magma is not Associative namely
(a·b)·c ≠ a·(b·c)  
Associator (a, b, c) measures the non-Associativity.
Definition 9
(a, b, c) = ((a·b)·c) - (a·(b·c)) = ((a·b)·c) ↦ 1 - (a·(b·c)) ↦ 2 = 1 - 2 ∈ 
`-` is the inverse addition in vector space  for both (a·b)·c ↦ 1 and a·(b·c) ↦ 2 .
For brevity we might write (a·b)·c - a·(b·c) .

Monoidal Categorification Fail!
A good way of thinking about category theory is that category theory is a refinement (or
“categorification”) of ordinary algebra. In other words, there exists a dictionary between these two
subjects, such that usual algebraic structures are recovered from the corresponding categorical structures by passing to the set of isomorphism classes of objects. [3]
isomorphism: Think of it as a shape identifier e.g. triangular shape, we say two triangles are isomorphic but a triangle and a square are not. A rectangle and a square are isomorphic. A sphere and ellipse
are isomorphic.
Monoidal Category is a shape blueprint that specifies the shape of a product in a set of multiplicands
i.e.
a· = ·a = a

shape of a unit 1 multiplication

and
(a·b)·c = a·(b·c) usage of parentheses to group multiplicands
The exact nature of how the product computes the multiplication is the concern of the Category but
the shape or the behavior is e.g. how the parentheses are allowed to form groups.
Monoidal Categorification Failure: Crossover Magma product fails to group the multiplicands with
parentheses as we learned in simple arithmetic which is preserved in the form of a blueprint in the
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Monoidal Category.
Categorification Failure means that we cannot mechanically organize the terms of expressions in
Crossover Magma e.g. (a·b)·c = a·(b·c) and instead we need to explicitly compute the product in its
every detail for every pair of multiplicand and there are no shortcuts.

Curvature ⇌ Associator
On a flat surface if we take a vector and move it along a triangle, one complete turn, we get the same
vector. (a)
However if we do the same transportation of the vector on a curved surface e.g. sphere, a�er the tour
we get a diﬀerent vector[4]! (b)

In flat space the red vector c is Le� Translated in three directions:
i. along (a·b) in transformation matrix multiplication form La·b (c) , or (a + b) + c in vector form.
ii. along `a`, La (c)
ii. along `b`, Lb (c)
(a·b)·c = a·(b·c) ⟺ La·b (c) = La ∘Lb (c)
where ∘ is the function composition operator.
Notice

13
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(a·b)·c = a·(b·c) ⟹ (a·b)·c - a·(b·c) = (a, b, c) = 0

a·b≡a+b

b

a

In contrast, on a curved surface depending on the direction of transport the vector c is altered a�er the
translation or
(a·b)·c ≠ a·(b·c) ⟺ La·b (c) ≠ La ∘Lb (c)
Notice the diﬀerence between two versions of the c transports is the Associator
(a·b)·c ≠ a·(b·c) ⟹ (a·b)·c - a·(b·c) = (a, b, c) ≠ 0

Therefore there is an inexorable link between the Associator and Curvature. [5]
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Case Study: Fit a DE to a finite discrete Grid or Disordered Data
Data
Chose some complicated non-trivial function
f(x, y) = Cos[2 x y]
Random discrete grid of (x,y) points

Interpolate
Splined 7th order smooth surface fitting so it can be derivated

15
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Disordered Data
Randomly sprayed point across the original surface.
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Manifold Learning via Dimension Reduction
Learn a u-v 2D Manifold from the scatted 3D points set to build smooth chart parametrization to
support local derivatives.
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Out[ ]=

Splined: Artefact
Dimensionality Reductions works well, given large enough spray for the points, however the chart
might be transformed e.g. rotate around the origin, and issue might appear at boundaries.
Blue transparent surface is the original.
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Generation 0
No crossover, no fit function, simply run Funge and generate some parents.
ℱ(x1, x2) is the solution that if derivated in some funtional form approaches 0 for all points in the
domain.
ℱ i,j means i-th derivative of the first parameter, j-th derivative of the second parameter.
Random sample:
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2.54275 1 - LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]3 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2]3 4 1 - LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]2 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]2 ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2]3 +

1 - LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]3 ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2]3 +

3 1 - LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]2 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]

ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] ℱ (0,2) [x1, x2] - 3 1 - LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]
LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]2 ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] ℱ (0,2) [x1, x2] +

1 - LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,3) [x1, x2] +
0.21955 ℱ (0,4) [x1, x2]
ℱ (0,2) [x1,

x2]

+ 0.00200007 ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2]6 -

2.98963 ℱ (2,0) [x1, x2]

Oﬀspring Representation
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Out[ ]=
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How far oﬀ 0
Generation 0’s error is quite high.
Note: error is computed by randomly spraying the domain of ℱ(x1, x2) and taking the average of
absolutive value.
24.6397

Generation 1
Crossover two parents and use a fit function e.g. evaluate the diﬀerential operators on the Splined
surface and measure how far oﬀ 0 namely sum of abs of all values.
Notice Crossover at work with nested terms like Cosℱ (0,1) [x1, x2].
The diﬀerential operators dropped their error from 24.x to 4.x in single crossover generation
 - 0.979571 Sinℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] - 2.36883 ℱ (0,2) [x1, x2] + 2.77645 ℱ (0,3) [x1, x2] , 4.79932
 - 0.706029 Cosℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] - 2.65008 Sinℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] 2.1182

ℱ (1,0) [x1,

x2] + 0.855839

ℱ (2,0) [x1,

x2] - 0.69219

ℱ (2,1) [x1,

, 3.18979
x2]

 0.419042 Cos[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2]2 + 0.419042 Sin[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,2) [x1, x2] + ,
0.195816 ℱ (0,3) [x1, x2] - 0.761116 Sin[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2]2 +
1.52223 Cos[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] ℱ (1,1) [x1, x2] +

6.81857 Sinℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] ℱ (2,0) [x1, x2] +

0.761116 Cos[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] ℱ (2,0) [x1, x2] +
0.761116 Sin[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (2,1) [x1, x2]

4.4786
 - 2.90439 ℱ (0,3) [x1, x2] + 0.965276 ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2]2 - 0.561001 ℱ (2,0) [x1, x2] , 4.16871

Curvature
Triplets of children used to compute the Associator/Curvature which is of the functional form
(x1, x2).
Domain of (x1,x2) is then sprayed to compute a 3D plot to visualize the curvature.
As you can see the  is wildly varying.
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Generation 2
 0.243306 Sinℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] +

0.369332 ℱ1,0 [x1,x2]
ℱ4,1 [x1,x2]

, 0.162294

 0.110453 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2]2 0.33136 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1,

x2]]2

ℱ (0,1) [x1,

, 0.0242896

2

x2] +

0.220907 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]3 ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2]2 +
0.110453 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (0,2) [x1, x2] -

0.110453 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]2 ℱ (0,2) [x1, x2]

 - 0.102775 LogisticSigmoidℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] , 0.050833
 - 1.88616 Sinℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] + 0.850647 ℱ (0,1) [x1, x2] , 0.336234

Curvature
Very quickly the  flattens and approves the x1-x2 plane.
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Out[ ]=

Generation 3
 - 0.166781 Sin[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] , 0.0468962
 - 0.293472 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]] ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] + , 0.0375201
0.293472 LogisticSigmoid[ℱ[x1, x2]]2 ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2]

 0.101075 ℱ[x1, x2]4 ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] , 0.0146086
 0.111218 ℱ[x1, x2]4 ℱ (1,0) [x1, x2] , 0.0163114
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